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About This Software

Emoto is a fast 3D animation tool, easy to use, fast and cost-effective, using VR devices (currently only support Htc Vive) to
create character animation, and make characters in the VR to become lively and interesting, so as to quickly complete an

animated film.

Emoto has its own repository. You don't need any prior knowledge of 3D content creation. You just need to select the scenes
and characters, play them, think about the script you want to play and complete the animated story.

In addition, to make your art creation process more unique and creative, we offer free SDK tools that will support importing
your own scenes, characters (with expressions, gestures, and custom actions), props and effects.

Emoto not only can create 3D animation video quickly, but also has professional video production function. We divide Emoto
into two modules: VR game and Editor mode.

-VR game has the following functions：

Using custom role actions (requiring SDK plug-ins to change character default animation)
Third person role mobility

Use particle effects
Camera effect of DOF and FOV

Stable shooting effect
Fixed or free variety shooting mode.

Export HD 720P/1080P video
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Export 360 panoramic video
Export HD 2K/4K/8K video (Free Edition does not support this function )

To export the role recordings to FBX format (Free Edition does not support this function )

In addition, editor mode can even be used without the need for VR devices, as long as the software has a good video archive
imported into the software, you can continue to create them without VR devices.

-Editor mode has the following functions：

Video screen editing (color effects, glow effects, environmental shadow effects, depth of field, time effects, etc.)
Multiple video.Mp4 batch merge export (Free Edition supports up to 3 video synthesis )

Role and scene replacement
Motion capture (requires Perception Neuron Motion Complement system hardware to support,  Free Edition does not support

this function )
Facial capture (requires general WebCAM external hardware support, Free Edition does not support this function )

Provide free open source SDK plug-ins to import their roles, scenes, props, special effects resources.
Currently only supports Unity3D 5.6.1.P1 version.
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Title: Emoto
Genre: Video Production
Developer:
Guangzhou little lamb Animation Technology Co., Ltd.
Publisher:
Guangzhou little lamb Animation Technology Co., Ltd.
Release Date: 27 Sep, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7/8.1/10 (64-bit versions)

Processor: Intel Core i5-4590 or AMD FX 8350

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GTX970 / AMD R9 290

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 10 GB available space

English,Simplified Chinese
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V.180928 release:
V.180928 release
1.Modified output MP4 can not display output after completion, prompt UI.
2.Modified output MP4 cannot automatically jump out of output path after completion.
3.Fixed no icon when selecting custom path.
. Significant announcement !!! Emoto will be offline in 48 hours.:
Thank you for your support for Emoto all the time. Because investors and production teams need Emoto for future
development, we must regret to tell you that we will stop service after 48 hours and take the free version of STEAM off the
shelf. If you have the animation you are making, please deal with it as soon as possible. Sorry for the inconvenience.. 20181101
Update.:
20181101 Update.
1. modify the output MP4, the props drop will appear circle problem.
2. modify the Chinese UI's start playing VR pattern.

We are testing the following versions, which will be updated indefinite.
20181113（Not yet released）
1. archive export is changed to ZIP format.
2. fix fourth, 5 tracker location.
3. edit mode output MP4, you can choose picture quality function.
4. When the VR mode returns to edit mode, the left hand handle UI should disappear, or it will block the prompt UI.
5. bulk output MP4 default value should be 2D movie.
6. each archive adds parameter files for independent lens effects.
7. edit mode to adjust the DOF blur effect.
8. When the archive loads, add the comparison between the files needed to judge the archive and the local files, and the missing
file names will be displayed.. Teaching scene stuck and unable to output mp4:
If you get stuck after choosing a role in the teaching scene, please re-check the local file or reinstall the software after
uninstalling it. This is a bug that has been solved.

If you cannot output mp4, this is because CreatMP4Tip.exe will be enabled during emoto's output of mp4. Trust the antivirus
software in this program, otherwise you will not be able to output MP4 movies. we used EMOTO V. 181101 to produce a 5
minutes 31 seconds 3D animation video:
Last week, we used EMOTO V. 181101 to produce a 5 minutes 31 seconds 3D animation video. See the store page or
YOUTUBE link in detail. At present, only the Chinese version of the video is available.

Emoto Steam Store Page:[http//%5Burl%3Dhttps]

Youtube 联接:. Emoto download failed, Download 3GB quickly completed.:
Thank you for your expectations, Emoto has been on-line, but the user test response to the download failure, download capacity
is 3GB, if there is an exception to download Emoto can be uninstalled and re-installed to solve the problem, the development
team is dealing with the problem, if there are other problems and suggestions, please comment, thank you.

. V20181026 release:
1. increase the archive export function.
2. adjust the UI process.
3. simplify the process and delete the output 720P/2K screen function option.
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